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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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Title: Citadel 1986
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
George Allan
Publisher:
Clockwork Pixels Ltd
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2016
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Im in love with this game. It is totally a game if you are looking for some 80s platformer fun! The puzzles aren't so hard you
need a tutorial, they are the perfect amount of difficulty.. Son of Blagger with humour, love it! :). Quick Look: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/YTWWrcwv0Ug

Citadel 1987 brings back memories of Commander Keen. Tight platforming where you take on common household items and
food to collect keys. Get 5 keys and you can advance through the door to the next area. At Citadel's cheap price point it's really
hard to go wrong. It's clear a lot of care and attention was put into this title. The levels are well thought out, a charming little
background story and plenty of new obstacles to tackle. In my time with the game it didn't get repetitive whatsoever (there's
even multiple versions of each enemy type, SO NICE WELL DONE!)

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with this game! 10\/10. A charming, well-made little platformer that brings back good memories.
It's challenging but not frustratingly so. I loved the funny little cutscenes where the one-eyed computer screen taunts you as you
progress through the maze. The artwork is cute and the game has a light-hearted feel overall.

The game is designed for speedrunning -- it shows your total time and number of deaths at the end, along with your best time. I
completed my first run in just over two hours, which sounds about right for a two dollar game. I'm not really into speedrunning
but I liked it enough to play through at least one more time. Recommended.. reminds me of MS DOS games, pretty good
challenge, looks pretty good as well
can't go wrong for the price if you like quirky platformers.
there is no attack button.
there is no duck button.
there is only jump, and you must collect the five keys in each section to progress.
you are greeted by a pc monitor that created wherever your hero is in.

interesting, I recommend this
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AsKFd3Cq8B0

Requires a gamepad.
Controls are good and responsive.
Art style is interesting and the concept is intriguing.
Why are we fighting office supplies?
Who is the eyeball?
Music is fun and bright.
Key oriented gameplay can be a little annoying but makes sense.
Reccommended.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AsKFd3Cq8B0

Requires a gamepad.
Controls are good and responsive.
Art style is interesting and the concept is intriguing.
Why are we fighting office supplies?
Who is the eyeball?
Music is fun and bright.
Key oriented gameplay can be a little annoying but makes sense.
Reccommended.. Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/YTWWrcwv0Ug

Citadel 1987 brings back memories of Commander Keen. Tight platforming where you take on common household items and
food to collect keys. Get 5 keys and you can advance through the door to the next area. At Citadel's cheap price point it's really
hard to go wrong. It's clear a lot of care and attention was put into this title. The levels are well thought out, a charming little
background story and plenty of new obstacles to tackle. In my time with the game it didn't get repetitive whatsoever (there's
even multiple versions of each enemy type, SO NICE WELL DONE!)

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with this game! 10\/10. I bought this game because I saw George Allan's name on it - for me, I
knew his name from Venus the Flytrap and his PD Game CHROME from the Amiga days.
It's a simple platformer; you can move and jump, each room has 5 keys to retrieve before going through the exit to the next
room.
The entire layout is set in one level across multiple rooms that loop back and fourth through and past each other in a neat, clever
little way.
My first time round to complete took about 2hrs, 16mins with 156 deaths. the 2nd was 1hr 7mins with 107 deaths. Once you
complete it the first time, there will be a nagging sensation to come back and do it again - not necessarily to break your record
but {no spoilers} for something that happens near the end which will bring you back at least once.

in saying that, I still need to go around a third time.... Thanks George.

I think the price tag is easily worth paying - it especially has a nostalgic touch to it - not just because of the 80s enemies but
something about it feels like I should have this on a 3.5" Floppy, attached an Amiga Power Magazine.. I bought this game
because I saw George Allan's name on it - for me, I knew his name from Venus the Flytrap and his PD Game CHROME from
the Amiga days.
It's a simple platformer; you can move and jump, each room has 5 keys to retrieve before going through the exit to the next
room.
The entire layout is set in one level across multiple rooms that loop back and fourth through and past each other in a neat, clever
little way.
My first time round to complete took about 2hrs, 16mins with 156 deaths. the 2nd was 1hr 7mins with 107 deaths. Once you
complete it the first time, there will be a nagging sensation to come back and do it again - not necessarily to break your record
but {no spoilers} for something that happens near the end which will bring you back at least once.

in saying that, I still need to go around a third time.... Thanks George.

I think the price tag is easily worth paying - it especially has a nostalgic touch to it - not just because of the 80s enemies but
something about it feels like I should have this on a 3.5" Floppy, attached an Amiga Power Magazine.. I bought this game
because I saw George Allan's name on it - for me, I knew his name from Venus the Flytrap and his PD Game CHROME from
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